October Minutes 2014
In Attendance
Barry Cutler, Amy Briggenshaw, Nick & Elly Bullen, Amy Wedd, Phil Crough, Jason
Billing & Greg Jarmin.

Apologies
Dave Forbes, Donna Craig, Grant Franklin, Leanne & Brayden Malone, Andrew Ray &
Tracey Wallace.

Previous Minutes
Read by Barry Cutler and Passed

Old Business
Regarding the new rule about kids that are in the canteen are not to use the deep fryer
or the BBQ and are only to be in there with adult supervision Jason Billing suggested the
we paint a yellow line around the area that we don’t the kids. All in favour Jason will be
doing this himself when he gets a chance.
The club has purchased a bobcat and it should be ready to be picked up on Friday. As
soon as it’s ready Grant Clancy has offered to cart it down to the track.

New Business
Elly will be looking into when she will have another DT titles meeting.
The next Stadium MX meeting we be on the 13th of October at the clubhouse/canteen
starting at 6pm.
We all talked about the different ways of getting people to flag. Such as charging a levy or
changing the race order. It was passed that next round we will have a separate sign on
window for everyone to sign on our flag sheet. After you sign up as a flaggie you will then
be given a token which you can give to the ladies at sign on.

It was discussed that we might need to change our classes in DT and MX next year so
they line up with the MOMS.
It was put forward that next year on DT can the Demos do 5 rounds. Passed.
We had a Discussion on putting the prices for rec days up. As we have only just put them
up they will not be changing at the moment. At the start of next year we will be
reviewing the prices.

Guardianship forms must be signed and completed before you hand them in. Your guardian
must be over 18 years of age and be there for the duration of the meeting. Whether it be a
race day or a rec day this is a very important form and if you do not have one you will not
be allowed to ride.
Either the club President or the Vice President needs to have words with the caretaker as
he isn’t doing the jobs required of him.
Phil Crough suggested that in DT we change the pre 85 class to a pre 90’s Class. Passed

Amy gave us Grant’s treasurer’s report
After our double header MX we will need to get number 4 flag point moved so we can
comply with our track licensing.
Neal Bates from the Australian Toyota Rally team wants to use the DT for training on the
11th of November. As our insurance won’t cover this, this is inadmissible.
I received an email from Shane Booth regarding them putting a feature about our club in
Dirt Action. I’ve forwarded this onto Phil Crough and he will be following this up.
Our next meeting will be our AGM. Both our Club President and our Vice President will
be stepping down. It’s now that people need to be putting up their hands to take on
roles. There are plenty of roles that need to be filled.
Meeting Closed at 8:50pm
Next meeting will be on Wednesday the 5th of November at 6:30pm at the club house
Minutes written by Club Secretary Amy Briggenshaw
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